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DAY 3 INTERVIEW 
May 6, 2018 
 
YU LIU 
 

 

 

Q.  Your best career finish --  

 

YU LIU:  I know. 

 

Q.  -- LPGA.  

 

YU LIU:  Thank you. 

 

Q.  Tell me about your round.  

 

YU LIU:  It was very unexpected, I think.  I just kind of be in my own zone.  And I saw the 

leaderboard on -- I first saw leaderboard when I made the turn, so I saw --  

 

Q.  Okay. 

 

YU LIU:  -- S.H. Park was already like 11 under, or whatever. 

 

Q.  Okay. 

 

YU LIU:  I was like already a few shots back.  So I wasn't thinking too much about winning 

or anything, but --  

 

Q.  Okay. 

 

YU LIU:  -- I just kind of play my shot and be in my zone.   

 

I kind of had a good finish, then you go the last par 5. 

 

Q.  Yeah.  Did you know you had to go eagle-eagle, to tie? 

 

YU LIU:  Yeah. 

 

Q.  And then you eagle.  

 

YU LIU:  The last pin was very intimidating, so I didn't know it was worth it to play the -- the 

holing out from that far, so --  

 

Q.  Okay. 
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YU LIU:  -- I was just kind of like, I will be happy with --  

 

Q.  Yeah.  

 

YU LIU:  -- a second or third-place finish. 

 

Q.  Tell me about the eagle on 8. 

 

YU LIU:  I just hit a good drive, so I had like 205 to the pin, and I hit my hybrid, like, pretty 

perfect.  It was just right down the pin.  Kind of landed short and then trickled towards the 

hole.  I had like a three-footer for eagle.  And my hands were shaking definitely, but I made 

the putt. 

 

Q.  Yeah.  What's this do for your confidence the rest of the year? 

 

YU LIU:  Oh, really means a lot.  Like, because I wasn't able to play (inaudible) I feel like the 

past weeks.  I was thinking about my scores too much, thinking about the cut line, my finish, 

my position.  Right now I feel like I'm able to contend out here when I bring out my best.  So 

it's definitely a confidence booster.   
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